
ABSTRACTS

Theoretical electrical engineering and electrophysics Electrotechnologyical complexes and systems
OUDYM V.I., YURKIV Â.Ì., P05TOLYUK À.Óà., 00RI5LAVET5 Óè.Ì., OLUKHENKY A.I. (Kyiv)

5AMBOR5KIY î. Ó. (L'viv) À method of contour-nodal coordinates Electrodynamic parameters of à rotary motion system ofliquid metal
for electrically uncoupled circuits with mutual-lnductive couplings îÑ induction hot air Ñïãïàñå

Ò\1å article develops à method of contour-nodal coordinates À mathematical model for numerical compètation of
for analysis of network circèits electrically uncoupled with àï magnetohydrodynamic processes is elaborated for àï induction
arbitrary structure of mutual-inductive couplings between the melting fumace eqèipped with à system of electromagnetic rotation
branches. Algorithm of state equations forming in contoèr-nodal ofliquid metal in channels. À specific electromagnetic moment and
coordinates for analysis of electric circuits modes à! the level of àï à cross-section of à cylindrical channel averaged angèlarvelocity
active values of voltages and cèrrents as to network circuits of of liquid metal depending îï à sèpply voltage are determined as à
complex structère is elaborated. The given algorithm ñàï Üå result of solètion of àï associated circèit-field problem of àï
sèccessfully applied for state eqèations fom1ing with the purpose of electromagnetic field compètation together with eqèations of
analysis of electric circuits modes in instantaneoès coordinates. hydrodynamics.

Conversion îÑ electric energy parameters Information-measuring systems in power engineering
TIKHOVOD 5.Ì., AFANA5YEVA 1.0., KORNU5 Ò.Ì. LEVYT5KY À.5., NOVIK A.I., ÊÎÑÍÅÒÊÎÓ 5.1.. (Kyiv)

(Zaporozhye) Development îÑ à computer program îÑ thyrlstors Capacitivecellsformeasurementofdielectriccharacteristicsofrocks
electromagnetic circuits simulation Capacitive cells for measurement of dielectric characteristics

The Colo system of computer simèlation of electromagnetic ofhard rocks and minerals are proposed. .
processes in complex nonlinear magnetoelectric circuits is BORI5ENKO A.N. (Kharkiv) Questions îÑ diagnostic ñÜàãàñ-
elaborated. 5upport of power thYl'istors simèlation is implemented ters choice Ñîã control and diagnostic systems îÑ diesel-generators
into the Colo system. Identification of defects, construction of decision rules and

BOIKO Ó.5., KUDRUA Å.À., 5HUL ÓÀÊ À.À. (Kyiv) forming of training totalities for control and diagnostic systems of
Computation of control and commutating angles in à compensating diesel-generators îï the basis of à linear periodic random process
conversion system with àn adjustable switching device (LPRP) theory.

The results of investigation of electromagnetic process in à ZAIT5EV ÅÀ., KONONENKO À.Î., MA5JURENKO Óè.À.,
conversiol1 system of à compel1satil1g type, which switching unit NIZHEN5KY À.Î., LATENKO V.I., ORNAT5KY IA. (Kyiv)
contains à three-phase capacitor battery and power keys combining Specific errors îÑ phase-frequency laser distance meters
functions of the device of,condensers recharging and control of à Measuring errors arising in à case î! application of à phase-
technological process in load, are presented. 5pecial featères of frequency method of ranging in laser range finding are considered.
commutation relations composition èsed for computation of control Measures for their diminishing are proposed.
and commutation angles of power rectifiers is considered according
to different modes ofload operation. Òî the 110th anniversary ofNational Mining University

5HAPOVAL I.A. (Kyiv) À double-way feed machine with à PIVNYAKO.O.(Dnipropetrovsk)NationalMiningUniversity
matrix converter in the modes îÑ à ge-nerator and àn engine - 11 Î years îÑ educational work and scientific efforts

The results of experimental tests of à double-way feed Analysis of educational work and scientific efforts of the
machine with à matrix converter sèpply of à rotary circuit are National Mining University since the period of its establishment is
presented. Algorithms of à doèble-way feed machine and à matrix made. Description of the research activities and developments
converter contro! are implemented in à real-time mode using Î5Ð- fulfilled Üó the scientists of the University in the field of electrical
controller. Àï experimental bench for à double-way feed machine and power engineering is given.
control is described. Experimental investigations showed that PIVNYAK 0.0., BESHTA 0.5., KHILOV Ó.5,
control algorithms of à double-way feed machine guarantee working (Dnipropetrovsk) Development îÑ à method of successive correction
of the given moment at simultaneous provision of à power factor of with application îÑ fuzzy control Ñîã àï electric drive îÑ à boring rig
à stator circuit close to à unity. rotation

Frequency characteristics of à control object of à spinner drive
Electromechanical energy conversion of à boring rig are investigated. Characteristic frequencies of
TITKO A.I., FEDORENKO Î.Ì. (Kyiv) , ORUBOY À.Ð., additional transfer members caèsed Üó elastic properties of

TCHEREDNIK V.I. (Kharkov) Electrodynamic efforts in Ñãîïòl transmission are found. Control algorithms suppressing flèctèations
partsofarotorandastatorwindingofaturbo-generatorattransients in à control system are found. Ideas of neuro-fèzzy control for
in self-synchronization modes fluctuations suppression in à control system are used.

. Ò\1å methodology of electrodynamic efforts computation, BESHTA À.5., AZJUKOV5KY À.À. (Dnipropetrovsk) À

which have àï inflèence îï current-carrying elements including à choice ofthe rational way ofwater delivery adjustment Üó à pumping
rotor and à stator windings of generators at transient processes in unit
dynamic modes, is given. Analysis of sèch forces effect îï frontal Analysis of power efficiency of application of à controlled-
parts of à rotor and à stator windings of à generator of 250 MW velocity electric drive for rotary pèmps is made. Ouidelines for à
capacity at ènsèccessful switching îï of the generator at choice of the rational way of à ðèòð prodèctivity adjustment are
synchronization is made. formèlated.

PIVNYAK 0.0., KOZHEVNIKOV À.Ó. (Dnipropetrovsk) À
Electric power systems alidinstallations symbolic method îÑ transient processes analysis in DC contact system
5TOGNIY Â.5., TANKEVICH E.N., VAR5KIY Î.Ì., atnonzeroentryconditions

YAKOVLEVA I.V. (Kyiv), RYABCHUK 5.Ó. (Khmelnytsky) À À symbolic method of transient processes analysis in ÎÑ
mathematlcal model of à measuring current transformer îï the basis contact system à! nonzero entry conditions is described. The
îÑ new magnetic materials method includes obtaining of analytical solutions regarding images

Â-Í curves of à strip ring-type magnet of the nanocrystalline of cèrrent and voltage distributions, their analytical or numerical
alloy ÌÌ -11 are investigated. À mathematical model of à current inversion for originals finding. Design correlations and simulation
transformer with sèch à magnet in the form of à structère chart of à results àãå given.
follow-èp system is made. Taking into account the obtained results MESCHERYAKOV L.I. (Dnipropetrovsk) Improvement îÑ
of investigations à cèrrent transformer with the given minimum dataware îÑ electrotechnical complexes and systems
valèe of à rated safety factor of devices of its secondary winding is Principles of dataware expansiol1 of electrotechnical
computed and made. Conformity of its metrological characteristics complexes and systems îï the basis of asymmetric functions are
with the given values is experimentally proved. stated.
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